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Welcome to Gratex

About company
It’s human nature to always aspire to perfection. 
Natural perfectionism therefore implies the idea 
that the imperfect work result has no right to 
exist.
Gratex not only watches how the world is 
changing, but makes every effort to achieve its 
goals.

Step by step, we are changing life on 
Earth. Space is the next target.

gratexAbout company
It’s human nature to always aspire to perfection. 
Natural perfectionism therefore implies the idea 
that the imperfect work result has no right to 
exist.
Gratex not only watches how the world is 
changing, but makes every effort to achieve its 
goals.

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada
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What is Graphene?
The possibilities and properties of this material 
can hardly be described in a brief summary, 
because its characteristics literally can make you 
feel ecstatic! Graphene is an endless source of 
inspiration for scientists. Studies have shown that 
in terms of strength, flexibility, and actual weight 
it has no equal, as well as it is hundreds of times 
superior to materials previously considered superior to materials previously considered key 
in this regard. The uniqueness of graphene arises 
from the fact that the range of its use is 
incredibly wide. This can be the development of 
alternative energy sources or space programs’ 
applications or even domestic use.

We create opportunities.

gratex
The possibilities and properties of this material 
can hardly be described in a brief summary, 
because its characteristics literally can make you 
feel ecstatic! Graphene is an endless source of 
inspiration for scientists. Studies have shown that 
in terms of strength, flexibility, and actual weight 
it has no equal, as well as it is hundreds of times 
superior to materials previously considered superior to materials previously considered key 
in this regard. The uniqueness of graphene arises 
from the fact that the range of its use is 
incredibly wide. This can be the development of 
alternative energy sources or space programs’ 
applications or even domestic use.

Graphene

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada
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Gratex - What Gratex invests in 

Production Research Renovations Startups

Thanks to its unique properties, graphene is applicable in many 
branches of science, business, and daily life. In 2014, CSIRO experts 
proposed a graphene mass production method. According to CSIRO 
representatives, the developed technology will allow to abandon 
expensive multi-stage water purification methods and can lead to a 
breakthrough in solving the problem of drinking water shortage.

Шаг за шагом мы меняем жизнь на 
Земле. Следующая цель – Космос.

gratex
Thanks to its unique properties, graphene is applicable in many 
branches of science, business, and daily life. In 2014, CSIRO experts 
proposed a graphene mass production method. According to CSIRO 
representatives, the developed technology will allow to abandon 
expensive multi-stage water purification methods and can lead to a 
breakthrough in solving the problem of drinking water shortage.

The goal is space

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada

Medicine
A team of researchers led by Michael Lisanti 
published an article in “Oncotarget” on how 
graphene oxide selectively targets 
cancer-related stem cells. 

Nano technology
The thermoelectric effect for graphene is way 
more advanced than resistive ohmic heating, 
which in the future would make possible the 
creating of circuits on its basis with no need in 
cooling.
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Gratex Team

gratex
Gratex is led by of experts in the 
analysis of promising 
technological solutionsOur team

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram) Gratex team
Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada

05 
Team

Step by step, we are changing life on 
Earth. Space is the next target.
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Auto industry

Engineers from major corporations spend enermous 
sums of money to reduce the weight of their vehicles 
while maintaining high reliability feautures. The 
industry has reached its limit in this regard because a 
weight reduction even of 10 kg is already considered 
an achievement. Graphene is able to improve 
performance many times over without sacrificing 
quality or customer safetquality or customer safety.

Шаг за шагом мы меняем жизнь на 
Земле. Следующая цель – Космос.

gratex
Auto industry

Engineers from major corporations spend enermous 
sums of money to reduce the weight of their vehicles 
while maintaining high reliability feautures. The 
industry has reached its limit in this regard because a 
weight reduction even of 10 kg is already considered 
an achievement. Graphene is able to improve 
performance many times over without sacrificing 
quality or customer safetquality or customer safety.

01
Direction

166%
Profit

50-1000 USD
Deposit

33 DAYS
Initial deposit returns at the end 

of the term
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Medicine

Scientists have confirmed the benefits of graphene in 
cancer detection. Flexibility, fine structure, and 
strength will take the prosthetics industry to a whole 
new level providing customers with the 
next-generation prostheses. The self-healing ability of 
the membrane structure enables patients to obtain 
durable artificial internal organs.

Шаг за шагом мы меняем жизнь на 
Земле. Следующая цель – Космос.

gratex
Medicine

Scientists have confirmed the benefits of graphene in 
cancer detection. Flexibility, fine structure, and 
strength will take the prosthetics industry to a whole 
new level providing customers with the 
next-generation prostheses. The self-healing ability of 
the membrane structure enables patients to obtain 
durable artificial internal organs.

02
Direction

3% DAILY
Profit

1000-5000 USD
Deposit

24 DAYS
Initial deposit returns at the end 

of the term
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Water desalination

Hundreds of millions of people across the globe are 
suffering from shortage of safe drinking water. The 
problem is particularly evident in the Africa region. 
Desalination investments make it possible to create 
drinking water sources for all segments of the 
population, regardless of geographic location. The 
investment potential is infinite because this is the 
easiest and fastest way to solve the problem, so it will easiest and fastest way to solve the problem, so it will 
be of interest to government agencies first of all.

Шаг за шагом мы меняем жизнь на 
Земле. Следующая цель – Космос.

gratex
Water desalination

Hundreds of millions of people across the globe are 
suffering from shortage of safe drinking water. The 
problem is particularly evident in the Africa region. 
Desalination investments make it possible to create 
drinking water sources for all segments of the 
population, regardless of geographic location. The 
investment potential is infinite because this is the 
easiest and fastest way to solve the problem, so it will easiest and fastest way to solve the problem, so it will 
be of interest to government agencies first of all.

03
Direction

190%
Profit

10000-25000 USD
Deposit

12 DAYS
Initial deposit returns at the end 

of the term
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Engineering

In the 21st century, construction and production have 
accelerated dozens of times because of rapid payback 
of investments. The production of durable 
graphene-based materials will improve the longevity 
of most projects and therefore the costs will be 
decreased. Thus, what paid off quickly will become 
profitable even faster. The industry is progressing and 
certainly has investment potential.certainly has investment potential.�

Шаг за шагом мы меняем жизнь на 
Земле. Следующая цель – Космос.

gratex
Engineering

In the 21st century, construction and production have 
accelerated dozens of times because of rapid payback 
of investments. The production of durable 
graphene-based materials will improve the longevity 
of most projects and therefore the costs will be 
decreased. Thus, what paid off quickly will become 
profitable even faster. The industry is progressing and 
certainly has investment potential.certainly has investment potential.�

04
Direction

372%
Profit

25000-100000 USD
Deposit

60 DAYS
Deposit is included in payments
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Space program

Investments in space programs are increasing every 
year because people have always strived to go 
beyond their planet. Budgets are billions of dollars 
and keep growing. The introduction of graphene into 
space programs will allow spaceships to fly much 
further at a lower cost.
In 202In 2020, the investment of one of our partners SpaceX 
exceeded 2 billion, which speaks of the attractiveness 
for investors.

Шаг за шагом мы меняем жизнь на 
Земле. Следующая цель – Космос.

gratex
Space program

Investments in space programs are increasing every 
year because people have always strived to go 
beyond their planet. Budgets are billions of dollars 
and keep growing. The introduction of graphene into 
space programs will allow spaceships to fly much 
further at a lower cost.
In 202In 2020, the investment of one of our partners SpaceX 
exceeded 2 billion, which speaks of the attractiveness 
for investors.

05
Direction

5.5% DAILY
Profit

5000-10000 USD
Deposit

45 DAYS
Deposit is included in payments
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Solar energy

The search for new renewable energy sources is 
becoming an increasingly urgent issue for humanity.�
In the last decadIn the last decade, solar energy has been trending 
solution in this sphere with its solar panels as a tool. 
This method is especially applicable in the agricultural 
industry, and is gradually incorporated into daily life of 
the private users. However, so far not everyone can 
afford this technology at home. Looking ahead, Gratex 
envisions new markets and financial prospects in this. 
By choosing current investment plan, By choosing current investment plan, You are investing 
in the development of new solar panels based on 
graphene technology. Together we make solar energy 
available to everyone!

Шаг за шагом мы меняем жизнь на 
Земле. Следующая цель – Космос.

gratex
Solar energy

The search for new renewable energy sources is 
becoming an increasingly urgent issue for humanity.�
In the last decadIn the last decade, solar energy has been trending 
solution in this sphere with its solar panels as a tool. 
This method is especially applicable in the agricultural 
industry, and is gradually incorporated into daily life of 
the private users. However, so far not everyone can 
afford this technology at home. Looking ahead, Gratex 
envisions new markets and financial prospects in this. 
By choosing current investment plan, 

06
Direction

3.7% DAILY
Profit

3000-7000 USD
Deposit

20 DAYS
Initial deposit returns at the end 

of the term
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gratex
Referral program
9%-4%-2%-1%

Invite partners and get additional profit for your activity
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Beginner

By registering an account, you become a member of the 
Gratex holding. You can use the platform both to acquire 
long-term passive income and to build your own 
collective fund. Upon reaching the first 10,000 USD, 
Gratex rewards its leaders with the «Beginner» status, a 
one-time payment of 1,000 USD and Gratex 
merchandise. Making a personal deposit is not a 
necessary action on this stagnecessary action on this stage.

Incredible prospects.

gratexBy registering an account, you become a member of the 
Gratex holding. You can use the platform both to acquire 
long-term passive income and to build your own 
collective fund. Upon reaching the first 10,000 USD, 
Gratex rewards its leaders with the «Beginner» status, a 
one-time payment of 1,000 USD and Gratex 
merchandise. Making a personal deposit is not a 
necessary action on this stagnecessary action on this stage.

Deposit

50 USD
Required turnover

10000 USD

Deposit bonus

0%
Bonus

1000$

Referral program
9%-4%-2%-1%

Technologist

The «Technologist» status is assigned upon reaching the 
fund size of USD 25,000, with a personal deposit 
starting at USD 1,000. The leaders receive an additional 
increase to the referral bonus, an extra 0.5% to each 
subsequent balance replenishment, as well as a 
one-time reward of 2,000 USD. 

Deposit

1000 USD
Required turnover

25000 USD

Deposit bonus

0.5%
Bonus

2000$

Referral program
9%-4%-2%-1%-1%

Technologist Premium

Each leader receives a personal invitation to attend 
events organized by the Gratex holding. Upon 
reaching «Technologist Premium», the turnover of 
which is 50,000 USD, the investor receives 1% of 
subsequent balance replenishments, a one-time bonus 
payment of 5,000 USD and an increased referral 
system of 10% -5% -1% -1% -1%.

Deposit

1000 USD

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada

Required turnover

50000 USD

Deposit bonus

1%
Bonus

5000$

Referral program
10%-5%-1%-1%-1%Career

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)
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Innovator

«Innovators» are the driving mechanism of Gratex. A 
personal deposit of $ 3,000 and a total fund size of $ 
100,000 empowers leaders to have a referral system 11% 
-6% -1% -1% -1%, an additional 2% of each subsequent 
balance top-up and a one-time reward of 15,000 US 
dollars. The status provides you with the privilege to 
invite your leaders to every event organized by the 
Gratex holding. AlsGratex holding. Also, you get a personal invitation to 
tech-exhibitions and presentations of the holding's 
projects.

Incredible prospects.

gratex«Innovators» are the driving mechanism of Gratex. A 
personal deposit of $ 3,000 and a total fund size of $ 
100,000 empowers leaders to have a referral system 11% 
-6% -1% -1% -1%, an additional 2% of each subsequent 
balance top-up and a one-time reward of 15,000 US 
dollars. The status provides you with the privilege to 
invite your leaders to every event organized by the 
Gratex holding. AlsGratex holding. Also, you get a personal invitation to 
tech-exhibitions and presentations of the holding's 
projects.

Deposit

3000 USD
Required turnover

100000 USD

Deposit bonus

2%
Bonus

15000$

Referral program
11%-6%-1%-1%-1%

Nanoleader

«Nanoleader» is awarded for a personal  turnover of 
5,000 USD and a total fund size of 300,000 USD, the 
leaders receive additional bonuses for their structure, 
namely, an increased referral system 12% -6% -1% -1% -1% 
-0.5%, a personal one-time bonus 50,000 USD and an 
automatic extra 3% add-on to all subsequent 
replenishments. Each Nanoleader has the opportunity to 
apply for the organization of Gratex events, with all apply for the organization of Gratex events, with all 
relevant expenses covered by the financial department 
of the Holding.

Deposit

5000 USD
Required turnover

300000 USD

Deposit bonus

3%
Bonus

50000$

Referral program
12%-6%-1%-1%-1%-0.5%

Macroleader

«Macroleader» or as they say in the holding "a million 
behind." Upon reaching a total turnover of 1,000,000 
USD, you get the opportunity to choose scientific 
research and development of graphene technologies, 
organize exhibitions and events about implemented 
projects and invite all declared partners. The status 
also include a one-time bonus of 100,000 USD, an 
increased referral system with the addition of new increased referral system with the addition of new 
levels and extra 4% to each balance replenishment.

Deposit

10000 USD
Required turnover

1000000 USD

Deposit bonus

4%
Bonus

100000$

Referral program
12%-6%-1%-1%-1%-0.5%-0.5%Career

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada
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Gratex

Reached the «Gratex» status? 
Congratulations, you become a part of our 
company! Your name is entered on the Walk 
of Fame along with all the leaders of the 
company. You make history of Gratex. You 
are the new member of the board of 
directors*. You will be presented with the 
Gratex Golden Card at the ceremonGratex Golden Card at the ceremony. You 
are a legend.

Incredible prospects.

gratex
Gratex

Reached the «Gratex» status? 
Congratulations, you become a part of our 
company! Your name is entered on the Walk 
of Fame along with all the leaders of the 
company. You make history of Gratex. You 
are the new member of the board of 
directors*. You will be presented with the 
Gratex Golden Card at the ceremonGratex Golden Card at the ceremony. You 
are a legend.

Deposit

25000 USD
Required turnover

2500000 USD Referral program
12%-6%-1%-1%-1%-0.5%-0.5%-0.5%

Deposit bonus

5%
Bonus

300000$

Career

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada
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Official dealerships

gratex
The activities of the Gratex 
company are in the legal field 
and comply with all legal norms 
and laws. You can familiarize 
yourself with the registration 
documents in more detail on our 
website.

Gratex registration Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada

Legality

17
Company documents

Step by step, we are changing life on 
Earth. Space is the next target.
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Official dealerships

The activities of the Gratex company 
are in the legal field and comply with 
all legal norms and laws. You can 
familiarize yourself with the 
registration documents in more detail 
on our website.

We create opportunities.

gratex
Official dealerships

The activities of the Gratex company 
are in the legal field and comply with 
all legal norms and laws. You can 
familiarize yourself with the 
registration documents in more detail 
on our website.

Legality

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada
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Step by step, we are changing life on Earth. 
Space is the next target.

Phone: +46722716115 (WhatsApp, Telegram)

Main office:
Västgötagatan 2, 118 27 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory:
2210 2 St SW, Calgary, AB T2S 1S8, Canada

gratexStep by step, we are changing life on Earth. 
Space is the next target.

Into the future with  Gratex


